
Welcome!
Feline Safety 

Grooming Certification

By: Dana Chavez-Rey     
7-9pm



If you are interested in a copy of this 
presentation please email: 

APURRFECTGROOMER@GMAIL.COM 



Available at the 
Barkleigh booth



Please silence phones. 

Thank you!



   Don't miss your chance to win a 
          $100 Barkleigh Gift Certificate

       Just turn in your 
                          Speaker Evaluation 



Core Values

● We strive to act as an advocate for the best interest of the feline.
● We respond to the individual needs of the feline.
● We believe that felines should be treated with dignity and respect as 

feeling creatures, and we strive to ensure that.



Feline Mission Statement

To ensure humane treatment and improve the 
quality of life for all felines through service, 

education, advocacy and example.



Factors Contributing to Behavior

The following factors can serve as a valuable starting point in 
determining individual animals behavioral tendencies;
 there are no absolutes in determining the behavior of an individual.



Factors Contributing to Behavior

Factors of genetics Factor of experience
Species Learning

Breed type Socialization

Bloodline Developmental level

Individual Psychological trauma

Gender Physical trauma

Age Health status



Grooming Guidelines

The most common accidents stem from rushed handling, overstimulation, 
tight quarters, and unnecessary chaos.

Before you begin
● Look the part
● Dress in professional attire
● Have a clear attitude
● Set the tone with music 
● Work space clean and ready
● Tub area clean and ready
● Shampoos mixed or primed
● Water tempered
● Lay all your necessary tools out



Tools:

● Nail trimmers ● Small fine stainless steel face comb

● Have 2 of every blade ● Medium to fine coarse comb

● #40,#10 or #15,#3 ● Pin brush

● Stainless steel clipper combs ● Slicker

● Clipper vacuum system ● Air muzzle

● Clippers ● Elizabethan collar

● Small hand held trimmers ● Happy hoodie

● High powered drier ● Screen



A
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meridian

response



Materials:
● Lava stone bracelet ● Lint roller

● Synthetic pheromone ● Tub

● Real cotton ● Hand towel (2-4 large towels)

● Ear cleaner ● Soft paws

● Shampoo ● Bows

● Conditioner ● Surface cleaner

● Degreaser ● Equipment disinfectant

● Vet wrap or coflex ● 2 large plastic or steel containers

● 2 mats ● Cornstarch

● Table ● Mask

● Goggles ● Earplugs



Don't let the name fool you Serena Bel is my gal for all of my feline shampoo 
needs. Please consider purchasing from a fellow groomer based out of Louisiana. I 
adore her and her entire hard working family.
https://www.facebook.com/CleanCanineCompany/

https://www.facebook.com/lulusgroom?__cft__[0]=AZWkoCVfNKuUmvs2S-CI1HdklCKtwJ6V4XHbs377rd02EC3eSNqrLacRzwg-Z5qqenKQTCviNt1xmQoA3O9Nkbu69j8mL45Jdimosf9cRbEihSp-Kv1oYcrAbBUT150LNiQ&__tn__=-]K-R
https://www.facebook.com/CleanCanineCompany/?__cft__[0]=AZWkoCVfNKuUmvs2S-CI1HdklCKtwJ6V4XHbs377rd02EC3eSNqrLacRzwg-Z5qqenKQTCviNt1xmQoA3O9Nkbu69j8mL45Jdimosf9cRbEihSp-Kv1oYcrAbBUT150LNiQ&__tn__=kK-R


Bait

● Small, very stinky treats.
● Focusing attention (encouraging looking in a different direction)
● Bribery (coaxing out of carrier)
● Proper use of bait can make your job much easier!



Think about these things...

● Why are you restraining cat? What is your purpose/goal?
● How many people (and hands) are cluttering up the situation? Extra hands 

can either make the job much quicker and easier or they can make the job 
more hazardous and difficult.

● Where are you? What room? Is the cat in a kennel, carrier, on the table?
● What are your options to support the cat? What can be changed about the 

environment to reduce stress? Can both people reach the cat and restrain 
the cat comfortably?

● What kind of and how many changes/transitions must the cat go through in 
order to accomplish our purpose? How long has the cat been in that 
environment, and where did it just come from? The goal is to get the task 
accurately accomplished with the least stress possible for all involved.



Getting a cat out of a carrier

● Get the catʼs attention before opening the carrier.
● Give the cat the opportunity to check out your fingers and hands before you pick them 

up. The cat should come toward you, not the other way around. 
● Don't press your luck! If you don't feel comfortable removing the cat from its carrier, 

wait.
● Do use distraction, when possible, to remove feline from the carrier.
● Remember that the cat will feel safer, and you will be safer, in a held positions; one 

hand controlling the head and neck, opposite elbow supporting the hindquarters, and 
that hand controlling the body. 

● Take a moment to re-adjust your grip on the cat if you need to. Grooming tables and 
countertops are handy places to rest the cat's feet and support his weight while you get 
more comfortable.



● Do take a moment to adjust your grip 
on the cat if you need to.

● Cats will act quickly if they are in 
panic, out of fear will bite, or bite due 
to overstimulation. 

● Watch for enlarged pupils, thrashing 
tail, growling, hissing and efforts to 
escape.Allowing the cat to have an opportunity to evaluate the 

environment gives you a better chance at success.

● Always control the felineʼs neck and head, no matter how sweet or 
relaxed he seems to be at the moment. Situations change in the blink 
of an eye.

● Do try to work with gravity, not against it.
● When stretching or restraining, press the felineʼs 

waist down rather than up whenever possible.



Common mistakes when implementing techniques:

● Trying to comfort a restraining cat during introductions
● Attempting to progress too fast and not allowing enough time to 

habituate each level of progression
● Making steps between levels of progression too large
● Failing to identify all of the elements of the situation that elect a 

fear or threaten/threatening reaction



Education is key
“Cats groom themselves” or “cats hate water”: Perpetuating these myths is a disservice
to cats and their owners.

Over the years (some) grooming professionals believe that bathing a cat is inhumane. If
groomers would advocate for the cat and offer preventative bathing and blow-drying to
begin with, we can work toward total avoidance of the coats pelting. Education is the
key to prevention.



The bathing myth
FACT: Cats have greasy skin and coat, which need to be cleaned on a regular basis

Oil builds up causing the hair to stick together rather than shed. This creates tangles,
matting and potentially a thick pelt. Removal and the act of doing so is painful to the 
cat, or highly uncomfortable at best.

If the coat is not deshedded properly the dead coat contributes to matting/pelting
process. A dead coat that is packed is the major cause of hairball problems.

Bathing a cat and then not thoroughly drying it will create the same results as washing
and drying a wool sweater. Only, in that case, it is still attached to the cat, thus making
the removal process a painful experience for the cat.



For a safe and low-stress bathing experience:
Have a battle plan sketched out so that you can get your cat in and out of the bath as
quickly as possible.

● Do advance grooming work. If possible, trim your catʼs nails before a bath to help 
reduce the number of scratches your forearms endure. Give the cat a good 
brushing before bath time to remove the loose and matted fur.

● Pick your location. We recommend using a bathtub or sink equipped with a 
handheld spray nozzle to assist in the washing and rinsing of your cat.



4. Line up the proper tools and equipment by the bathtub or sink have your supplies 
ready:

● Place a rubber bath mat in a sink or tub to provide secure footing for your cat.
● Shampoo that is appropriate for your catʼs age and coat.
● A washcloth for cleaning your catʼs face and head.
● A soft towel to dry your cat.
● Clothing that protects your arms from scratches/biting. 



The Bath
● Prepare the water. Before picking up the cat, make sure you have the lukewarm water 

running. If you donʼt have access to a spray nozzle, fill your sink or tub with 7 to 5 inches of 
lukewarm water. Test the water with your hand to ensure that itʼs not too hot or cold.

● Put your cat in the tub. Gently but surely wet the catʼs fur using either with spray nozzle or 
your washcloth. Be careful to avoid splashing water in your catʼs eyes, ears, or nose.

● Massage the shampoo into your catʼs fur. Gently massage your cat with shampoo. Work from 
head to tail, carefully avoid your catʼs eyes, ears, and nose. Use your washcloth to gently wash 
your catʼs face and head.

● Rinse the shampoo out of your kittyʼs fur. This is the step in which a spray nozzle brings a 
clear advantage as you can easily move it around the catʼs body. If youʼre not using a spray 
nozzle, use your wet washcloth to rinse the fur (or a large plastic pitcher or unbreakable cup 
will work in lieu of a spray hose), refilling the sink or tub with lukewarm water (or have a 
rubber tub already filled with warm water). Until youʼve washed all of the shampoo from your 
catʼs coat.



● Check for any soapy spots you may have missed. Shampoo left in the fur may cause 
skin irritation, or your cat may get sick from licking the shampoo off. Do a careful 
check under your catʼs chin, its feet, under its abdomen, etc.

● Dry your cat. Use your soft towel to dry the catʼs fur. If your cat will tolerate it, HV on 
a low-heat setting can speed the process.

And then consider giving your pet -- and yourself -- a treat. You both deserve it.

With a warm washcloth, clean the 
face. Follow up with a fine coarse 
comb or flea comb avoiding the 
whiskers.



Abdominal shave
Appropriate for long haired cats, the belly shave removes most of the hair underneath 
your cat. This cut is an extension of the sanitary cut. It makes it easier for your cat to 
clean himself. A belly shave prevents matting. You cannot see a belly shave when your 
cat is walking.
● Use an appropriate cat fur clipper.
● Pull the skin taut.
● Shave under the tail and around the rectum.
● Shave between the rear legs.
● Shave up the belly area to the armpits of the front legs.





Shave the chest. Work down to your catʼs belly. First, shave with the hair growth so
you can remove most of the hair and see better. Then, reverse the clipperʼs direction
and shave upward to get a smooth finish.

Perform the sanitary or hygiene cut. This cut is appropriate for long hair and
overweight cats. The sanitary or hygiene cut is purely functional.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pvQeHCvsMN4 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pvQeHCvsMN4


















https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sGb-I-YQ3H0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ZyrzTUpM14

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sGb-I-YQ3H0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ZyrzTUpM14




Mats & Pelts
FACT: Mats are not good for a cat.

Matted, tangled, or pelted hair creates discomfort, sores, infections, and even death. A
pelted cat that cannot freely move about or potty because of blockage will DIE.
Prevention is always best. Prevention is the humane choice. Whether mat removal is
done with clippers or during the drying process with a comb, is determined by a few
things:

(dematting video)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=djo7GisNBdo

● severity of the mats
● skin condition of the cat
● age and health of the cat
● temperament

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=djo7GisNBdo


Overgrown nail Feces impacted around 
tail

Scars from tight mats

Training is also vitally important. If a cat is mishandled, the outcome can be devastating.
Education and training make all the difference, it can turn a bad scenario into a
productive and hopeful one. It is our job to ensure that this is happening each and every 
time. Letʼs make the industry better by being truly professional and humane.

Understanding a catʼs reactive nature and disposition, as well as its individual skin and 
coat needs, are the first steps in providing humane treatment. Some believe that bathing 
a cat is inhumane, particularly if the cat is being disagreeable to the grooming in any 
way.





Scarf Wrap Your Cat in 5 Steps by Dr. Sophia Yin
Step 1: Start by placing your cat several inches from the front edge of the towel, about a
foot in from one side.

Recommended Holistic Methods



Step 2: Wrap the short side of the towel snugly around 
your cat's neck, like a scarf.

Step 3: Pull the short side of the towel over your cat, 
so that her entire body is covered, except for the 
face.



Step 4: Pull the front edge of the towel forward, which 
will wrap under your cat's neck.

Step 5: Once the towel is wrapped all the way 
around, grab the other side and pull it over your 
cat, making sure that it's snugly in place.



The Happy Hoodie
This is a soft, expandable, lightweight, safe, comfortable band 
that is placed over a petʼs ears to provide relief and protection 
from the loud noise and high-pressured air associated with 
force drying.

Happy Hoodie's gentle compression creates a swaddling 
effect which makes it a great anti-anxiety aid! Most cats who 
are fearful of the clippers, nail trimming, having their feet 
touched, or any situation that causes anxiety, show 
remarkable improvement with Happy Hoodie since Happy 
Hoodie works so well in calming distressed cats.



So according to my calculations every groomer in the USA should be so busy 
tending to their own business if they are booked for the year out. 
The demand for a groomer is at its highest I've personally seen. 
I'm happy to meet the next generation of groomers.

It's estimated the US pet industry reached $99 billion in 2020. The industry is 
steadily growing, year by year. It grew from $97.5 billion in 2019 to $99 billion in 
2020. That's $1.5 billion in only one year!

FACTS:
There are over 103,996 businesses currently operating as dog groomers in the U.S with an average 
growth rate of 8%, according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. The U.S. pet industry has a market 
size of $7 billion. (IBISWorld) Back in 2018, Americans spent over $72 billion dollars on pets. That number 
was projected to top $75 million by 2019 according to the American Pet Products Association. (The 
Balance Careers)'

https://foodtruckempire.com/news/dog-grooming-statistics/

https://foodtruckempire.com/news/dog-grooming-statistics/?fbclid=IwAR0l-EaU6GorgTVxj7_9yBWNmspT_0GphZoUY-_WNh8j3u38YIStW8-OXjg


Thank you for attending!



apurrfectgroomer@gmail.com
Text: 916-390-3818


